
Sassy Tan and Spa Nu U Elleebana Lash Lift Consent and Waiver 

I requested and consent to habe the Ellebana Lash Lift performed on my eyelashes without undergoing a 

sensitivity patch test by Alexandria Ruppe, Licensed Aesthetician and hold Alexandria Ruppe/Sassy Tan and Spa Nu 

U harmless if any problem should arise.  Before my qualified professional can perform this procdure, I understand 

that I must complete this agreement hereby providing my consent and waiver by signing and dating where 

indicated that I agree to the following: 

I understand there are risks associated with any type of service including the Ellebana Lash Lift.  I understand that 

as with any procedure, skin or eye irritation, eye itching, discomfort, and/or swelling can occur. There is also the 

chance of under curling, over curling, and/or damage to the natural lashes. I agree that if I experience any of these 

issues with my lashes that I will contact my professional and consult a physician at my own expense.  I agree to 

follow the care instructions provided by my professional for the care of my lifted lashes. I understant there is no 

guarantee as to how long my lashes will remain curled. I understand that I must not wet, steam or put mascara on 

the lifted lashes for 24 hours after the service is performed.  

I understand that in oder to habe the Elleebana Lash Lift performed, I will need to keep my eyes closed for the 

duration of the forty-five to one hour time frame.  I also understand that I will need to be lying still for this period 

of time; I will inform my professional of such conditions and will not be abe to have the procedure performed to 

my eyes. 

This agreement will remain in effect for the procedure and all future procedures conducted by Alexandria or any 

other profesional conduction business at Sassy Tan and Spa Nu U located at  3655 Star Ranch Rd, Colorado 

Springs, CO 80906. I understand that this agreement is binding and that I have read and fully understand all 

information listed above. I represent that I am over the age of 18 or if under the age of 18, I have a parent and/or 

guardian signature below and that he or she consents to this procedure under these terms. I also consent to 

Alexandria Ruppe taking photographs and displaying those photographs for adverstising purposes. 

 

Client Signature________________________________________________ Date:____________ 

Printed Name:_________________________________________________ 

Allergies/concerns/notes________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Professional's Signature:__________________________________________ Date:_____________ 


